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Sector Road Map 

1. Sector Performance, Problems, and Opportunities 

1. Public financial management: Armenia rates its public financial management (PFM) 
well for budget credibility, its comprehensiveness and transparency, policy-based budgeting, its 
execution and as well as cash and debt management, and revenue administration. However, the 
country displays weak management of fiscal risks related to public sector enterprises; low 
effectiveness in tax collection; weak controls of government payroll and non-payroll 
expenditures; poor quality and timeliness in preparing financial statements and audits thereof; 
poor legislative scrutiny of external audits; and, not least, weak transparency of 
intergovernmental fiscal relations.1  
 
2. One area of PFM weakness is that program budgeting has been introduced while the 
traditional input-based budgeting is still being used. This has unnecessarily confused the validity 
of program budgeting and increased the workload of staff, undermining, swift implementation 
and good quality program budgeting. In addition, strategic planning, periodical program 
evaluations, program costing, external audits, and more flexibility in budget execution need to be 
established.  
 
3. The lack of recognition of the importance of planning for recurrent expenditures for public 
infrastructure assets remains a major weakness. While internal controls and competition related 
to procurement have substantially improved since 2012 (with open tenders representing 22% of 
procurement value and repeat order procurement representing 50%), the value of 
noncompetitive procurement dropped from 66% in 2011 to 28% in 2015. In 2012, the Ministry of 
Finance (MOF) launched an e-procurement system and its procurement support center 
improved internal controls by establishing random monitoring of public procurement. While 
auditing standards and manuals and staff rules of conduct were introduced based on 
international good practice, executing ministries still fail to adopt required international public 
sector accounting standards.  
 
4. As a result, the Chamber of Control, Armenia’s supreme audit institution, is unable to 
provide an opinion on the fair presentation of the financial positions of the budget and proper 
execution of public expenditures. Armenian public sector accounting standards (APSAS) were 
adopted in 2014 and came into force in 2015. However, the government indicated in the Armenia 
Development Strategy for 2014–2025 its intention to fully adopt APSAS across all government 
agencies by 2020 and consider moving fully to international public sector accounting standards 
thereafter. Under the program the government committed to substantially improve PFM by the 
roll-out of program budgeting by 2018. The MOF is leading the work to implement program 
budgeting for the Ministry of Transport, Communication and Information Technology (MOTCIT), 
State Committee for Water Economy (SCWE), and Ministry of Energy, Industry and Natural 
Resources. The program will build requisite capabilities for this purpose. In addition, the 
independence, transparency and accountability of Public Services Regulatory Commission 
(PSRC) will be strengthened and it will receive adequate financing to fulfill its mandate. 
 
5. Road transport. Armenia’s road network covers 7,530 kilometers (km), comprising 1,759 
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km of interstate roads, 1,966 km of republican roads, and 3,806 km of local roads.2 The overall 
coverage of the network is adequate, albeit in poor condition. The country’s road asset 
management system does not currently provide adequate and comprehensive information on the 
maintenance status of the road network. Following the financial crisis of 2008–2009, Armenia 
significantly reduced the annual allocation of funds for road maintenance to less than half the 
2009 value from AMD22.6 billion in 2009 to AMD10.6 billion in 2015, which has contributed to 
substantial deterioration of the road network. The interstate roads deteriorated substantially with 
30% classified being in poor condition in 2014 up from 6% in 2010, while the republican roads 
have improved with 22% of roads classified as poor in 2014 down from 49% in 2010. It is 
estimated that 60% of local roads need rehabilitation and that only 66% of communities have a 
satisfactory connection with republican or interstate roads. 
 
6. The road network is important for the economy accounting for 70% of cargo freight 
revenues in 2014. Cross-border cargo traffic expanded with private entities providing most road 
transport services in a competitive environment. Maintaining the quality of international road 
transport corridors (specifically the North-South Road Corridor), which carry the heaviest traffic 
volumes, are critical for the economy. As poverty in secondary towns in Armenia’s regions 
exceeds the national average, adequate quality of the republican roads and access for rural 
people to markets, basic services and jobs through local roads is important for inclusive growth.3 
In 2015 the government approved a road maintenance strategy with a financing plan and the 
MOTCIT adopted a new tool for road investment prioritization with the support of the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB).  
 
7. The MOTCIT is in charge of the road sector overseeing investments in and maintenance 
of interstate and republican roads. The MOTCIT delegates road administration to the Armenian 
Road Directorate (ARD), a noncommercial organization, through annual contracts. Regional 
administrations and local communities manage local roads. Private companies execute road 
maintenance services with the ARD, regional administrations and local communities. The ARD 
requires significant strengthening gearing it towards a gradual evolution into an independent 
body that is able to attract and retain qualified staff to fulfill its mandate. Currently the ARD’s 
mandate does not allow it to undertake its role efficiently, both to manage maintenance contracts 
and prioritize maintenance expenditures. The existing public procurement contract laws under 
which the ARD outsources road maintenance works to private companies need to be amended 
to permit performance-based contracts and more flexibility to provide adequate resources. 
 
8. Water supply. Until 2010 drinking water in many parts of Armenia water was available 
for only a few hours a day. Since then, Armenia has made significant strides in reforming the 
supply of water via policies, laws, that facilitated lease and management contracts with private 
concessionaires.4 As a result, the population with improved access to a centralized water supply 
increased from 97.0% in 2010 to 99.8% in 2015, primarily because of better access in rural areas. 
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The contracts expire in 2016 and will be replaced by a single 15-year lease contract, with a 
single tariff across Armenia, to achieve full service coverage beginning in 2017. 
 
9. Key challenges in water supply include: (i) a high level of non revenue water (NRW), 
especially from condominium users; (ii) insufficient tariff levels to cover costs; (iii) insufficient 
independence of its regulator, the PSRC, (iv) lack of strategic planning in the sector; and (v) low 
coverage of sanitation services, with only 69% of the population being connected to proper 
sanitation.  
 
10. NRW is estimated to represent 75% of piped water or 366 million cubic meters annually, 
which is among the highest levels globally.5 Improper metering of urban condominiums is a 
major contributor to NRW. It is estimated that annually 183 million cubic meter or $67 million 
might be charged to condominium users providing significant fiscal savings while freeing up 
revenues for improving utility services by the concessionaire. In addition, 560 rural communities 
representing 8% of the population are serviced through inadequate (leaking) local water supply 
systems that need significant investments to address water rationing. Reduced NRW may limit 
required tariff increases to improve water supply services and rehabilitate water supply and 
sanitation assets.  
  
11. Power. .Armenia relies on hydrocarbon imports and is a net energy importer as it lacks oil 
and gas reserves and refinery capacity.6 While some coal reserves exist these are not exploited. 
Armenia imports refined oil products and natural gas from the Russian Federation (of which 
natural gas represents 80% of energy imports) and Europe, and a limited volume of gas from Iran 
(16% of the total in 2015). Imported natural gas and refined oil account for more than two-thirds of 
the primary energy supply. In 2015, power generation originated from nuclear (36%), hydro 
(28%), and thermal sources (36%). Gazprom Armenia, a fully owned subsidiary of Gazprom 
(Russian Federation), supplies the domestic natural gas utility market.  
 
12. Since the mid-1990s the government has carried out reforms that have resulted in (i) 
unbundling of a vertically integrated power sector into generation, transmission and distribution 
companies; (ii) privatization of power and gas distribution, and most power generating 
companies; and (iii) promotion of renewable energy.7 The PSRC plays an important role in the 
power sector by licensing companies, setting tariffs and service standards, as well as monitoring 
license requirements in the power and gas sectors. As a result of these reforms the population 
has full access to power. 
 
13. However, Armenia’s installed capacity is 4,336 megawatts (2015), of which only 2,589 
megawatts (or 59%) is currently operating, and power transmission and distribution losses are 
estimated at 12%, reflecting aging assets.8 Even with such low operating efficiency, Armenia 
has the potential to export excess power, which provides significant potential for generating 
additional revenues by the power producing companies that provide opportunities for investment 
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Washington, DC. 
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in the ageing infrastructure while reducing contingent fiscal liabilities. In 2015, power generation 
was 7.80 billion kilowatt-hours, meeting domestic demand and enabling export of a net of 1.25 
billion kilowatts to Georgia and Iran. However, Armenia’s monopolistic single-buyer structure 
and the absence of a grid code do not support regional trade of surplus capacity and miss the 
opportunity of generating additional revenues which can be used for investments in upgrading 
aging assets.9 In addition, in the absence of proper corporate governance structures, public 
sector entities are not well managed. 
 
14. Armenia’s potential to export power during summer months and generate additional 
revenue is also constrained by its ageing transmission assets and limited connective capacity 
with Georgia and Iran. With the support of KfW and Iran 40-kilovolt lines will be constructed to 
connect Armenia with Georgia and Iran. In addition to physical bottlenecks, Armenia’s power 
market lacks competition resulting in higher tariffs and falls short of the market access criteria 
necessary for trading power with its neighboring countries and the European Union.  
 

2. Government’s Sector Strategy 

15. The Armenia Development Strategy for 2014–2025 articulates the government’s vision 
for developing the power, road, and water sectors.10 Public investment in these sectors is a key 
driver for improving connectivity and supporting inclusive growth. The strategy emphasizes the 
need to improve public governance and fully adopt program budgeting. Road sector priorities 
include the reconstruction of the North-South Corridor and connecting rural settlements, 
increasing resources for maintenance and capital repair, and improving public transport. Water 
supply sector priorities include improving the reliability, and quality of water supply, reducing 
regional disparities, achieving full cost recovery, and reducing NRW to assure financing for 
necessary capital investments from such revenues. Power sector reforms provide the 
opportunity to increase cross-border and interstate trade.11  

 
3. ADB Sector Experience and Assistance Program 

16. ADB has supported PFM reforms in the key water supply and road transport sectors in 
Armenia since 2012 through the preparation of the Infrastructure Sustainability Support Progam, 
focusing on institutional reform, identifying funding requirements for road transport and water 
services, and building the capability of the MOTCIT and SCWE. ADB has considerable 
experience in Armenia’s road transport sector, which represents 60% of ADB’s sovereign 
investment loans to Armenia. ADB is focusing its support to Armenia by cofunding the 
North—South Road Corridor to ensure the country’s link to trading partners. Improved access to 
markets supports inclusive growth by creating opportunities for business development and jobs. 
In addition to roads, water supply and finance (including PFM) sectors each represent 18% of 
ADB supported sovereign investment loans followed by energy (4%). ADB support to the 
government in the power sector is fairly recent and coordinated with other international donors.  
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Problems 
ISSP2 will 

address 

Weak internal controls and 
audit undermine proper use of 

funds 
 

Development 
Problem 

Government 
agencies work plans 
and resources are 
not aligned to the 
outputs required 

Causes 

= causality 

Development 
Effects 

Poor funding and maintenance of infrastructure in water and sanitation, road transport and power sectors  

Weak road, water and power infrastructure management 

Limited ability to manage 
public infrastructure assets 

Increased fiscal burden, 
crowding out development 

expenditures 

Increased cost 
of doing 
business 

Limited prioritization and 
ability to properly cost 

investment and maintenance 
of public infrastructure  

Poor connectivity and 
increased access gaps 

Limited accountability of 
government agencies in public 

expenditure management 

Operational weaknesses Public financial 

management weaknesses 

Institutional weaknesses 

Poor service coverage 
and quality 

Limited experience 
and independence 
of sector regulator  

Insufficient information to 
manage infrastructure assets 

Tariffs do not provide full cost 
recovery, and subsidies are 

not well targeted 

Weak corporate 
governance of SOEs 

operating in the 
power sector Limited experience to manage 

private sector service and 
investment contracts 

Insufficient financing in key 
infrastructure sectors 

Weak oversight of 
road maintenance 
and water supply 

investments 

Limited competition 
in power, and water 

and sanitation 
sectors 


